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About Me And My Weird Self:

Hello! I’m Sam Fowler. Though I could ramble on 
about all the reasons this concept came together 

I’ll keep it short:
I have an over- enthusiastic obsession with three things 
color, animals, and people. I combined all three of these 
passions in this book by synthesizing them into a sub-
passion of mine: identity discovery. Every animal and 
graphic is hand done by me. They range from acrylic 
to colored pencil to digital art. Every person is a dear 
friend of mine who I feel like embodies the animal they 
depict. I hope you enjoy diving into my brain for a bit 
and meeting my friends. I also hope you discover more 
about yourself as well.

P.S My reigning chromo sapien is a Macaw, which I 
will discuss later. But I do love snakes. Oh, and this is 
Sherman.

Dedicated to Rachel and Daniel.
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KINGDOM    
QUIZ

It works like this:

There are  4 columns labeled by a colored paint splotch and letter. These each represent a 
kingdom. Each row will have a series of similar but different phrases. Select only one phrase 
per row, which you feel most resonates or applies to you. 

To keep track of your answers: draw the shapes on a peice of paper and tally underneath them. 
Remember, only one per row. The shape/color  with the most selections is the winner and will 
reveal your ‘reigning kingdom’. 

If there is a tie, no worries, I have tie breakers on the next page. 

There will be 4 more quizzes of this manner, so I hope you enjoy discovering all about your 
unique chromo sapien ecosystem. 
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People come to me 
for advice

People come to me 
for comfort

People come to me 
for action & motivation

People come to me 
for reassurance

I ground myself  in 
rationality

I ground myself  in
relationships

I ground myself  in
intuition and my senses

I ground myself  in
my faith and beliefs

I communicate 
with clarity and purpose

I communicate with 
love and passion

I communicate with 
unfiltered expression

I communicate with 
joy and hopefulness

I analyze and control 
my emotions

Emotion tends to drive 
my action

I express my emotions 
confidently

Processing emotions
reveals my thoughts to me

Conversation is the sharing 
of information and experience

Conversation is a way to 
gain understanding of others 

Conversation is for sharing 
ideas and opinions

Conversation creates 
connections

I prapare for my future and 
like to see what lies ahead

Thinking of the future makes 
me reflect in gratitude

Dreams of my future 
drive my goals and action

I am hopeful and 
curious about my future

I am thoughtful and 
introspective

I am loyal and
emotive I am bold and authentic I am resourceful 

and sure-footed

I am always thinking of what 
happened and may become

I always think about how to 
make a difference for others.

I love to figure out new 
places and people.

My head spins with 
fun, creative ideas. Sometimes

 they make sense.

I hate to feel  confused or 
uninformed

I hate to disappoint
 people I love I hate to conform I hate to be belittled

I wish to serve others I want to make my 
own rules,  my own life

I wish to discover new 
connections and meaning

I enjoy mending problems 
and finding resolution

I have ambition I have a mission I have a purposeI have value

I am a trusted leader I am a fierce friend I am a catalyst for change I am an 
enthusiastic explorer
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Before we dive in, complete this short quiz 
to introduce you to what this  book is all about.



Tiebreakers:

VS.
I think I feel

VS.
I think 

before I 
act

I dont 
think, I 
just go

I am 
realistic

VS. I am 
idealistic

passion & 
affection

VS.
freedom 

and peace

VS.

I want to 
create new 

things

VS.I want to 
find new 

things

And here are....

The 4 Kingdoms

Creaturae Cordis
Creatures of the Heart

Habitat: the heart

beastia cerebri
beasts of the mind

Habitat: the brain

Animae viventum
animals of the spirit

Habitat: the lungs

Haruspex sapiens
beings of the gut

Habitat: the stomach

so what Is a ‘Chromo Sapien’?

compassion passion
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Chromo sapiens are the animals that live within us that guide our thoughts, our actions, and our attitudes. Just 
like we have brainwaves and blood cells that cannot be seen with the naked eye from outside, we have beings 

within us that ground us to an identity. They are our individual helpers, feelers, movers, and thinkers. This idea 
was birthed from my observation that animals have overtly (almost supernatural) qualities. Cats have night vision, 
bats have echolocation, chameleons change colors. Even though humans, or Homo sapiens, are all one species; we 
each carry unique qualities that give us almost supernatural gifts as well. These gifts are more than talents, they are 
a way of life, thought patterns, and innate behavior. Chromo sapiens are the embodiments of these gifts. Chromo 
sapiens are animalistic in every way- they are born, die, can be healthy or unhealthy, and have positive and negative 
attributes. 

Let me break it down:

There are 4 kingdoms of chromo sapiens. In this book, there is a chapter for each one so they can be explained in 
more depth and detail. These are essentially their biomes or habitats. Just like the real tundra, jungle, savanna, 

etc… only certain chromo sapiens can inhabit each kingdom. The kingdom they are in gives them environmental 
factors, just like the real environment, which play into their behavior.
 These kingdoms look and feel different in every person which is why they foster unique chromo sapiens per 
individual. ONE of these kingdoms is your ‘Reigning Kingdom’ this means that your ‘Reigning Chromo Sapien’ 
lives there. It always will and it always has. 
 Your reigning chromo sapien is basically the core of your being, who you are in your very essence. 
Your reigning chromo sapien is your TOP priority to take care of and accept. If your reigning chromo sapien is 
unhealthy, all chromo sapiens within you will be unhealthy too. This means they either die and you lose those parts 
of yourself temporarily, or that they manifest in negative ways. Understanding your reigning chromo sapien will 
help you thrive and perform at your best and most natural state. 

Your Core Four:

You are not simply one animal, or put in just one box. Each individual is a complex being made up of a web 
of behaviors, traits, and inclinations. This is where your ‘Core Four’ comes in. Your core four are the chromo 

sapiens that are your typical residents. For most people, this means one animal in every kingdom. Of course these 
animals can change out, but your homeostasis is attained when all four are present. For example, if one of your 
chromo sapiens is prone to be light hearted and fun, but you are in a very serious conflict, then another might 
temporarily take its place. There are also exceptions to the one in each category rule. Sometimes you may have two 
in your reigning kingdom and have one empty kingdom. This is not unhealthy, it just means you are more heavily 
gifted in one area than another.

The ‘thrive and strife’: the emergent chromo sapiens:

When we are at unique points of strife or exhilarating points of thriving, a new chromo sapien can be born. 
This 5th or maybe even 6th chromo sapien is born out of these intense moments to assist you and add extra 

power. These chromo sapiens may be temporary or permanent. Unless you have two of your core four in one 
kingdom, two chromo sapiens cannot typically dwell in the same kingdom. Because of this, those emergent 5th or 
6th chromo sapiens will either die off or replace one of your core four. For example, you may go through intense 
grief and become wiser or maybe less optimistic and an emergent chromo sapien will replace one of your core four, 
becoming a more permanent part of your personality. As we grow and change, and experience critical moments, 
these shifts guide how we mature. 



Beasts of the Mind
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Beastia cerebri think more than they speak. They process, calculate, 
assessed and wonder in curiosity more than people could ever guess. They 

are smart and focused on their goals and visions. They value traditions and 
morals of trust, dignity, success, honor, and responsibility. This does not mean 
they are always traditional and predictable. Beastia cordi are also progressive 
visionaries. They calculate risks and set realistic goals. Productivity and 
responsibility are dealt with by them in extreme care. Beastia cerebrum have 
minds constantly analyzing and discovering the world around them, which 

makes them trusted, respected, and gifted leaders and executors. 



G iraffes are visionaries that see 
above the ordinary and into 
the extraordinary. The treasure 
uniqueness for its innovative qualities 

and are constantly rethinking processes and 
problems. While they value innovation, they 
root their experimentation in rationality and 
reason. This gives them security in knowing that 
their inventive, new plan will also be realistic and 
achievable. Another special trait of the giraffe 
chromo sapien species is their ability to see 
problems before they even arise. In business, this 
could be translated to finding a new gap in the 
market. In relationships, it could mean they can 
see conflict before it begins. However it manifests, 
this preparation gives giraffes a head start in problem 
solving. Giraffes differ from owls in that owls value 
tradition and tried and true wisdom while giraffes enjoy 
calculated risks. If your alpha chromo sapien is a giraffe, 
people may look to you for ‘next steps’. Don’t be afraid to share 
your distinct perspective and thought process in group settings. 
While your contributions may seem common sense to you, they 
may be revelation to others. It can be difficult with an alpha 
giraffe to foresee issues that cannot be prevented. Care for your 
giraffe by focusing on the problems that can prevented or acted upon 
rather than dwelling on the negatives. Your foresight will lead your 
innovative thought into success.

“Innovation 
is the 

ability to 
see change 

as an 
oppurtunity 

not a 
threat.”
            
- SteveJobs

Rational

Futuristic

Inventive
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T urtle chromo 
sapiens are 
characterized 
by their unique 

ability to process abstract 
and complex thought. 
Hypotheticals, philosophical 
questions, and deep 
conversation not only do 
not overwhelm them, they are 
comforting and exciting to them. 
Even questioning themselves in 
introspection is an exciting 
exercise of wisdom rather 
than a shaky and self 
conscious evaluation. 
Those with a reigning 
turtle chromo sapien 
love to ask questions 
and ponder over answers. 
They are unique beastia 
cerebrum in that they do not 
need absolute resolution to 
feel satisfied but rather feel 
fulfilled by their own discoveries. 
They view thought as a journey in 
exploration rather than a mechanism 
for quick problem solving. This makes 
them captivating conversationalists, 
writers, and speakers. They bring new 
thoughts, unasked questions, and deep 
insight to every interaction. They also 
enjoy investing in interests and hobbies as 
passionate endeavors of learning. If your 
chromo sapien is a turtle, here is a quick 
care guide: put yourself in environments 
and relationships which foster ideation and 
thoughtful conversation. Learn something 
new everyday to feed your turtles ever 
curious mind. Finally, keep your mind 
and soul open to growth so that your 
introspection can be fruitful rather than 
frustrating. 

 “The ultimate 
value of life

 depends 
upon awareness 

and the
 power of

 contemplation 
rather than

upon 
mere survival.”

- Aristotle

Reflective  Thoughtful  Curious
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O wls have a miraculous ability to 
foster respect and trust in the 
shortest of interactions. Their 
stable wisdom illuminated through 

their careful words and perceptive insight. 
They are gifted in restoring issues whether 

they be relationship based or more technical. 
If you are someone that is consistently 

trusted for sound advice, you may be an owl. 
Just as real owls are watchful and keen, owl 
chromosapiens are as well. They can take the 

‘emotional temperature’ of a crowd instantly and 
deliberately choose the appropriate course of 

action. If your alpha chromosapien is an owl, 
you think through your actions deliberately, 
and make an effort to always think before 

you speak. While it can be hard to watch 
people make incorrect choices around you, 

remember to rely on your wisdom for comfort 
and stability. You are also most likely the rock 

or counselor of your friends, which is quite 
an overwhelming honor at some points. 

Remember to set boundaries if you feel 
others are too dependent on you but know 
that you do have the ability to advise and 
help more people than most everyone, 
which is a brilliant gift. 

                      
“Science is organized 
knowledge. Wisdom is 

organized life.”
-Immanuel Kant
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T igers are the model overachievers of the 
chromosapiens. Their ambitions and 
discipline drive them to success while 
their intelligence gives them the talent to 

succeed. While this particularly helps in professional 
or academic careers they also make fierce competitors 
in every facet of life. They like the make a clear path 
for themselves to achieve success so get out of their 
way if their focus is in full force. Sometimes the 
gifts of tigers spur into aggression towards others 
or may even cause themselves to burn out, but they 
are generally considerate and helpful to others. If 
your reigning chromo sapien is a tiger you enjoy 
recognition for hard work, productivity, and setting 
goals for yourself. To care for your tiger within, put 
yourself in environments where your competitive 
energy and opportunistic drive can thrive. Go 
confidently in your efforts but always remember 
to carve out time to just enjoy life too. Tigers may 
become too focused they leave things behind which 
frustrates them later. It ’s always okay to slow down to 
prevent tension for your tiger. Ultimately, your drive 
and mindset will make you a brilliant executor and 
leader. 

Sharp
Ambitious
Focused

When it comes to winning, you 
need the skill and the will.
                  
                      - Frank Tyger
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E agles are realistic and grounded yet 
use their ‘wings’ to observe things 
from above with an objective mind. 
Just as an eagle can swiftly swoop 

down to catch pray, the eagle chromo sapien is 
precise, methodical and consistent. Eagles value 

information, answers, and truth. Every experience 
to an eagle is full of small unique characteristics that 
only they may pick up on. They analyze situations 

in detail with a perspective rooted in rationality and 
responsibility. They are keenly aware of what others 

may overlook and are often looked to for advice because 
of their observant, objective nature. Their logical mindset 

is calming and helpful to others who may get lost in the 
chaos. If your reigning chromo- sapien is an eagle, you may 

become nervous or frustrated when you feel uninformed 
or unsettled. Remember that even in times of chaos and 
tension, you have a natural talent to sort through life and 
find resolutions. Those with reigning eagles feel a strong 

responsibility to be honest, dependable, and respected 
. Therefore, they are fervent learners, absorbing 

knowledge wherever they can, seeking answers, 
gaining steadfast friends, and always providing 

results. 

" Se t  r e a l i s t i c  g o a l s .  K e e p  r e - e v a l u a t i n g . 
B e  c o n s i s t e n t . ”  -  V e n u s  W i l l i a m s

                                                   

Re a l i s t i c  
Analytical  
Consistent

17
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Philosophical questions are fun 
for me to think through

Philosophy is only worthwhile if  I 
can utilize it  for success

I l ike to answer hypotheticals if  it 
applies to a current problem

Hypotheticals are a waste of time 

I feel  successful when I feel  that I 
have grown in learning

I feel succesful when I complete 
my goals or win

I feel  successful when I make things 
better or more functional

I feel  successful when I am
 competent and respected by others

I love to talk through problems for 
hours into the night

I l ike to find solutions quickly 
and execute those solutions

I like to talk through ideas and insight to 
help me solve problems

I solve problems by making sure 
everyone is satisfied

I am known for my intellectual
curiosity

I am known for my ambition and 
focus

I am known for my innovation and 
foresight

I am known for my perception and 
analysis

Decision making is a process for me, 
especially when it is important

I keep my goals and purpose in mind when 
I make decisions

I reason through causes and effects  and 
biases when making decisions I analyze to make decisions

I am thoughtful I am competitive I am innovative I am attentive to detail

People say I am an abstract thinker People say I can be intensely driven People say I overthink things People say I am a perfectionist

Relationships are ever growing and need 
need thoughtful conversation

I like to make relationships with people who 
have similar goals and mindsets as me

I deal with relationships 
with great care and responsibility

Trust and open-mindedness are 
essential in my relationships

I hate to feel  confused or uninformed I hate to disappoint
 people I love

I enjoy finding solutions and new 
methods of doing things

I enjoy researching and 
finding answers

I do not easily give up or let 
things go

I do not easily task risks without 
properly assessing them

I do not easily express my frustrationsI do not easily make finite decisions

P. S.  If you get a tie here AND this is your reigning kingdom, it means you have two bestia cerebrum. 
The one you resonate with more in individual descriptions is your reigning chromo sapien. If you have two 
Bestia Cerebrum, that usually means you do not have one in another kingdom.Unless you are in a moment 

of thriving or strife when a 5th emerges.

Tortoise Tiger giraffe eagle Owl

I l ike to l isten to philosophical 
debates and lectures

I feel  successful when I have a 
deeper understanding of an issue

I solve problems by drawing on past 
experiences and acting carefully

I am known for my wisdom and 
guidance

I do not easily express intense 
emotions

I enjoy mentoring others and sharing 
knowledge

People say I am hard to read

I am trustworthy

I col lect  input from people I  respect 
to make decisions

I feel a calling to direct others and 
make the relationships cohesive

19



Creatures of the heart

21

Creaturae cordi value personal relationships and feelings over all else. Their beliefs 
are rooted in their care for others and feel a purpose to help people feel loved. 

Love and compassion are their driving forces. They feel deeply, listen well, and act 
on passion or compassion. Friendships, romantic relationships, and family all carry 
intense weight for creaturae cordi. They also feel called towards a mission or passion 
which they must pursue and will boldly pursue this mission. Intense loyalty, care, and 

warm comfort are all characteristics of creaturae cordi.



T erriers love in a unique manner that is 
individualized and attentive. They are 
acutely aware of people’s differences 
and similarities and use this 

knowledge to love and care for them best. Just 
like sprightly terrier dogs, terrier chromo 
sapiens are active and don’t like to relax 
as much as they like feeling active with a 
sense of purpose. They are fighters with 
emotional roots. Unlike lions and tigers 
who dream big and aspire to gain positions 
of influence, terriers are scrappy and 
prefer a more grass- roots approach. They 
also like to make people feel valued 
and known. They can quickly lift a 
room by providing warm energy. 
When hard times hit, terriers 
are also quick to respond. They 
comfort through empathy and 
understanding because they value 
the concept of tolerance and open 
mindedness. However, this does 
not make them passive and calm 
but rather- a fierce friend. If your 
reigning chromo sapien is a terrier, 
chances are you feel a calling towards 
a certain mission and feel fulfilled 
in looking after those you love. As a 
terrier, it can be disheartening when 
your concern and heartfelt action 
is met with contempt, but stay 
true to where your heart leads 
you. Your almost supernatural 
power is unifying people 
towards a common, 
admirable goal. 
You attentively 
listen, 
love with 
precision, 
and lead with 
heart.

“My job, 
my mission,

 the reason I’ve been 
put onto this planet, is 
to save wildlife. And I thank 
you for comin’ with me. Yeah, 

let’s get ‘em!” 
               - Steve Irwin

Attentive

Empathetic

Active
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Protective  Brave  Passionate

L ion chromosapiens are fiercely 
passionate. Their emotions 
drive their action whether it 
be an act of love, devotion, 

mission, scholarship, artistry, anger, or 
joy. While they struggle to not let these 
emotions overpower them, they are usually 
brilliant at masterfully aiming that passion 
towards success and deep relationships. 
They view every relationship as a deep 
commitment and once they have expressed 
this to someone, they are unconditionally 
loving and protective. This goes the 
same for their values as they use their 
heartfelt action to fight for what they 
hold true. They care so deeply for 
others and their purposes that their care 
eclipses fear, making them courageous 
leaders and inspirational figures. If your 
reigning chromo sapien is a Lion, find the 
best method to aim all of your vibrant, 
intense energy and surround yourself 
with individuals who care too. You may 
take opposition and rejection personally 
as every act of yours carries emotional 
weight, but do not be discouraged by 
those who do not have the gift to feel as 
deeply as you. It can be hard to carry the 
weight of the world and feel so deeply, but in 
the end your efforts will be rewarded. 

“To play a wrong note is insignificant. To play without Passion is inexcuseable.”
- Ludwig Van Beethoven
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G olden Retrievers have the intangible gift to lift 
hearts just by entering a room. Golden 
retriever chromo sapiens radiate this 
same energy. They are at their core, 

a welcoming presence that finds great joy in 
relationships and making new connections. 
Though they make friends easily, they choose 
a select few to truly invest in with pure 
loyalty. To these lucky few, they will pour 
boundless love into. This differs from the 
passions of the lion, however, because 
it is more soft and joyful rather than 
intense. While other creaturae cordi act 
with intense passion, Golden retrievers 
have a more light hearted approach to 
life. They believe that life is full of joy, 
relationships are the source of that 
joy, and that emotions are natural 
not scary. If your reigning chromo 
sapien is a golden retriever, people 
may see your approach to life as 
‘soft ’  or too laid back, but it is 
actually a firm foundation for 
happiness, which to golden 
retrievers is true success. 
Make sure to choose a career 
and lifestyle that will be 
filled with interaction 
and opportunities for 
helpfulness. Your pure 
heart is a lovely gift. 

Loyal   
Playful 
Light-Hearted  

“When I was a boy and 
I would see scary things 
in the news, my mother 

would say to me, “Look for the helpers. 
You will always find people who are 

helping.””
- Fred Rogers
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E lephants are the ideal servant leaders. Their 
genuine care for others is evident in every 
interaction. Just as elephants nurture their 
calves with extreme compassion, the elephant 

chromosapiens gently yet fiercely love those they are 
deeply connected to. Elephants value kindness and 
selflessness far more than achievements or things of 
monetary value. Elephants are also solid in their values 

and beliefs. They are unwavering in their love and 
support once they have committed to a cause 

or a person. If your reigning chromo sapien 
is an elephant, you are known for your 
comforting nature and actions of love. You 

make others feel important and valued, and 
you should do the same for yourself. Those 
with reigning elephants can sometimes take 

on too much for their hearts to handle because 
they never want to disappoint others. If you 
are an elephant remember to care for yourself 
just as you do for others. Recognize that your 
selflessness is a gift and virtue and surround 
yourself with people who recognize that as well.Compassionate

Supportive
Selfless

“The fruit of love 
is service, which is 

compassion in action.”
-Mother Teresa
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P andas are true beings of intention. Their love is not 
intensely passionate as the other creaturae cordi, 
but rather has a peaceful, smooth quality. They are 
steadfast and conscientious in every action, which 

makes them respected leaders. Their industrious nature 
shines through in their diligence in hard work and devotion 
to integrity. The panda chromo sapien allows its 
host to present themselves in a confident, 
professional manner. Those with reigning 
panda chromo sapiens are revered for 
their devotion to long term  goals, 
commitments, and relationships. While 
other creaturae cordi present grand 
gestures of love, pandas show love 
by their presence, listening, and 
pure intention. They exude a 
subtle strength that is rooted in 
heartfelt care. This makes them 
extremely influential as they 
gain credibility for their sound 
character. If you have a 
reigning panda 
chromo sapien, 
stay steady and 
true to your 
beliefs and heart 
even when people 
try to rush you 
into action. Your 
methods of love 
and work will 
prove to them 
that great things 
happen in time 
with earnest care.  

“Give the ones you 

love wings to fly, 

roots to come 

back and reasons 
to stay.” 

– Dalai 
Lama

Industrious

 purposeful

s te a d fa s t

31
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Friendship is about having fun 
and being together

Friendship is about fostering 
deep connections over time

Friendship is about making time always putting 
others first and supporting each other

Friendship is about understanding 
and being there for others 

I bring laughter and joy I bring care and commitment I bring aid and comfort I bring empathy and action

I learn by simply being present I learn by a process of 
development and dedication I learn by talking through emotions I learn by listening to the stories 

of individuals

I want to make people happy I want to help people grow I want to make others feel  accepted I want to make others feel empowered

I am a deeply faithful partner I am a dependable partner I am a selfless partner I  am a forgiving partner

I love to work I love to relax I love to move

I am loyal to a fault I am hard-working to a fault I am selfless to a fault I am empathetic to a fault

I feel called to uplift I feel called to help I feel called to actI feel cared to care

I cant be in a relationship without 
fun

I cant be in a relationship without 
independence

I cant be in a relationship without 
reciprocity

I cant be in a relationship without 
growth

My heart leads me to pursue my 
passions

My heart leads me to help others 
feel  loved

My heart leads me into action and 
effort

My heart leads me to bring joy and 
light into situations

Friendship is about shared emotion 
and standing up for people

I bring passion and protection

I learn by experiencing intense 
emotion

I want to make others feel excited 

My heart draws me to feelings and 
goals

I cant be in a relationship without 
excitement

I am passionate to a fault

I love to feel 

I  am a passionate partner

I feel called to lead
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P. S.  If you get a tie here AND this is your reigning kingdom, it means you have two creaturae cordi. The 
one you resonate with more in individual descriptions is your reigning chromo sapien. If you have two 

creaturae cordi, that usually means you do not have one in another kingdom.Unless you are in a moment of 
thriving or strife when a 5th emerges.

Golden 
Retreiver Panda Elephant Terrier Lion

I love to play
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Animals of the Breath
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Animus Viventum chromo sapiens are contradictory in that they seek both freedom 
and connection. Their yearning to explore and their grounded nature in faith 

and values create unique harmony within their soul. They are able to create beauty 
and harmony out of hardship and use optimism to navigate the unknown. Animae 
viventum feel a connection to something greater than themselves which helps guide 
them fearlessly and joyfully through life. They explore the world, uninhibited by 

loneliness because they have fortitude in joy. 



C amels are survivors. 
Every part of a 
camel is crafted 
to withstand a 

harsh environment. From 
their lips, that let them 
eat thorny plants other 
can’t, to their hump 
which holds water for 
long, hot journeys, to 
their padded knees 
that help them to sit 
comfortably; camels are 
masters at persistence. The 
camel chromo sapien has the 
same enduring and resilient 
quality. They do not graze over 
hard events in their life but utilize 
them as tools to succeed and grow. A camel 
chromo sapien gives its host the ability to turn 
obstacles into sources of power. If your reigning 
chromo sapien is a camel, you don’t look back and 
wish things were different. You are most likely grateful 
for your hardships that helped you grow stronger and 
wiser. You have inherent grit which inspires others to 
persist through struggles and sadness. Sometimes this grit 
can cause you to be hard on yourselves or others in moments 
of weakness, which can cause internal and external tension. If 
your reigning chromo sapien is a camel, keep in mind that not 
every has your resilient nature and may need to take a different 
approach to problems. Use your resilience as a tool for inspiration 
and not pressure to provide care to others and to your self. The 
key to a camel chromo sapien is its resources. Camels can turn 
practically anything into a resource for success and connection, but 
it is still important to surround yourself with abundant resources. 
This may come in the form of knowledge, friendships, technology, or 
inspiration to boost you in the right directions. 

“Rock 
bottom 

became the solid 
foundation on 
which I rebuilt 

my life.”
        - J. K. 

Rowling
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S heep chromo sapiens are constantly 
seeking connections. They love 
to connect people, ideas, and 
actions. They are extremely keen 

in understanding the cause and effect 
relationships of actions, which makes them 
trusted leaders and consultants. Their 
warmth radiates in their relationships as 
they seek to deepen their connections and 
understanding of others. They love to watch 
things grow, develop, and change and are 
patient in this process. When they feel, they 
need time to allow emotions to process in 
their minds, so that their spirit can reveal 
deeper understanding than their mental 
analysis can. Sheep chromo sapiens are very 
situational in that they take every situation 
case by case, making sure to understand 
every facet of a unique event before action. 
This careful and calm demeanor makes them 
incredible friends. They have a miraculous 
ability to turn chaos and tension into a space 
for peace and joy. Just like the soft coat of a 
sheep, they carry themselves with radiating 
warmth and comfort, which makes people 
feel easily accepted by them. If your reigning 
chromo sapien is a sheep, don’t be afraid 
to take time for yourself when you need it, 
even if it means cancelling plans. You love 
to make connections but remember that 
your most grounding connection is to your 
beliefs and soul. You are a source of 
joy and comfort for others, and 
that ability comes straight 
from your synergistic 
spirit.

Warm
Patient
Synergistic

“I define connection as the 
energy that exists between 

people when they feel seen, 
heard, and valued; when 

they can give and receive 
without judgment; and when 

they derive sustenance 
and strength from the 

relationship.”
- Brene Brown

“Being engaged is a way of doing life, a way of living and 
loving. It’s about going to extremes and expressing the 
bright hope that life offers us, a hope that makes us brave 
and expels darkness with light. That’s what I want my life 
to be all about – full of abandon, whimsy, and in love.”
                                                     — Bob Goff

Spontaneous  
E n e r g e t i c  
F a i t h f u l G oat chromo sapiens are fun and dynamic. 

They enjoy lifting others up and making them 
feel important and known. If anyone wants a 
spontaneous road trip, hike, movie night, or 

random experiment; goats are the ones to call. Goat chromo 
sapiens understand the value and purpose of joy. Joy is not 
fake happiness to them, but rather a deep sense of resolve 
and comfort rooted in their hopeful belief. While goats take 
spontaneous risks and love the unknown, they can only do 
this because of their grounding faithfulness. They truly 
believe everything will be okay, which allows them to be 
fearlessly joyful in friendships, goals, and explorations. Their 
dynamism also gives them an interesting twist in that they 
are more emotional and introspective than others may think. 
If your reigning chromo sapien is a goat, you may find that 
people always see you as the energy of the group, while you 
sometimes feel more deeply than you show. 
Your energy brightens a room and your 
emotion can be used to guide others. 
To care for your inner goat, nurture 

your faith and joy. Follow what lifts 
you up and you will life others 

up too. 
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R abbits are 
spirited and 
joyful. They bring 

smiles to every path they cross and 
are symbols of hope and resurrection. 
The rabbit chromo sapien radiates 
optimism and joy. Having a rabbit 
chromo sapien brings a unique gift 
of seeing the absolute best in people 
and situations. They give wonderful 
encouragement and reassurance even 
in the darkest of times. They also 
exude grace and are quick to grant 
forgiveness. If your reigning chromo 
sapien is a rabbit, you have a unique gift 
for turning areas of conflict into peaceful 
territory and rarely hold grudges as you 
truly value all connection. While people may 
perceive your unwavering optimism as naive 
or unrealistic, you are actually keenly alert 
and engaged in the moment. You like to stay 
present and keep people grounded in the joy 
of the moment. You feel a deep purpose to help 
others feel happness and acceptence. You care 
deeply about making the world a happier place 
and creating spaces for fun. Your rabbit chromo 
sapien will uplift you in hardship and inspire others 
to keep hopeful spirits. 

Gracious  A
ler

t

Optim
istic

Since you
 

get more jo
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 giving joy 

to 
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give. 

-Eleanor Rooseve
lt
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S now leopard chromo sapiens live by a calling to explore. 
Their free spirits make them independently happy; 
meaning they are self sufficient not only in work but in 
joy. They find joy in discovering new places, people, and 

interests. They feel a deep connection to the word around them 
that manifests itself in adventure. If your reigning chromo 

sapien is a snow leopard, you may be seen as ‘hard to crack’ 
meaning you only truly open up to a few people. Your free 

nature enjoys traveling, spontaneity, risk taking, and 
independence which makes you very intriguing to others. 

You are hard to catch because you are always on the 
move- exploring new things and finding new routes. 

People want to figure you out, but all they need to 
know is that you have a curious and adventurous soul. 
You are also admired for your willingness to try new 

things and venture outside of your comfort zone. If 
you have a snow leopard chromo sapien here is a care 

guide: stay free, but remember to keep roots somewhere 
too, so that you always have somewhere to return to in 

open arms. Life may take you on journeys into the wild 
unknown but always stay grounded in your values and 
beliefs. This way, your adventurous spirit can take you 
into the unknown but your grounded heart will keep you 
in reality. 

Adventurous   Free-Spirited 
IntriguinG“Life is either a

 daring adventure 
or nothing.”– Helen Keller
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

I remind people that l i fe is good I remind people that everything 
happens for a reason

I remind people to f
ind the purpose to their pain

I remind people that l i fe is short 
and to have fun

I am quick to forgive I am quick to comfort I am quick to bounce back I am quick to respond and act

I am slow to enter conflict 
or challenge

I am slow to format a thoughtful 
response I am slow to reflect and emote I am slow to change my beliefs

Possibilites in the time I have ex-
cite me

Time makes me re-evaluate Time provides direction Time pressure makes me move

Change gives me hope Change brings me curiousity Change brings oppurtunity Change brings excitement

I am always hopeful for what a new 
day brings

I like morning routines that ground me before 
I get going

I start the day with a purpose and 
plan

I start the day with enthusiasm, 
especially for who i  will  get be with

I am optimistic I am analytical I am intentional I am faithful

I uplift I care I beliveI work

All people have the power to be good All humans are connected and have a 
place

All people have the power to 
overcome if  they really try

All  people have interesting, exciting 
minds and talents

conflict over subjective opinion is 
unneccessary

wallowing and pitying are 
unneccessary

Fear of the future in unneccessaryNegativity is unneccesary

I remind people that there is so 
much left  to discover and see

I am quick to do things on my own

I am slow to open up

Time limits my possibilities

Dependance on one another is
 unneccessary

People are connected to and influ-
enced heavily by their environment

I am independant

I wake up ready to go, with fun 
ideas of what the day may hold

Change brings discovery

I explore
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P. S.  If you get a tie here AND this is your reigning kingdom, it means you have two animae viventum. 
The one you resonate with more in individual descriptions is your reigning chromo sapien. If you have two 
animae viventum, that usually means you do not have one in another kingdom.Unless you are in a moment 

of thriving or strife when a 5th emerges.

Snow 
LeopardgoatCamelSheepBunny
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Beings of the Gut

48

Haruspex sapiens carry a big presence. They are unorthodox and confident, with a sense of 
self that leads their decisions and actions. Haruspex sapiens like to shake things up and 

cause change when needed. They want life to not only be fun but interesting as well, so they 
like to transform the world around them rather than find connections like animae viventum. 
Most people with haruspex sapien reigning chromo sapiens probably made up their own way 
to take quizzes not as directed, and quickly rejected or accepted the answer. Their sense of 

self let’s them boldly follow their intuition.



Determinedoutspokenstrategic

B ison are forces of will-power and determination. 
Bison are North America’s largest animals on 
land and bison chromo sapiens carry that 
same large presence. The most notable 

characteristic of the bison chromo sapien is their 
ability to strategically and fearless deal with 
conflict and challenges. Their persistence is nearly 
impossible to shake once they have committed to 
a goal, opinion, or mission. You do not want to 
get in an argument with someone with a bison 
chromo sapien. Their strategic mind and sharp 
communication style would be hard to compete 
with. While this has the capability of getting 
bisons into trouble, their outspoken nature is 
mostly used to speak out for beliefs, motivate 
others, or stand up for relationships. This makes 
having a bison on your side is an incredible gift. 
If you have a reigning bison chromo sapien, your 
determination might manifest as being stubborn, 
but you always have the ability to channel your 
will power into positive action rather than 
stubborn opposition. You are a force of strength 
and persistence.

“The ultimate measure of a 
man is not where he stands 

in moments of comfort 
and convenience, but 

where he stands at 
times of 

challenge and 
controversy.”

- Martin Luther 
King Jr.
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witty   
humorous   
energetic  

“You br
ush

 your tee
th. 

Now, B
OOM, 

orange j
uice

. 

That’s 
life.”

-John Mulan
ey

Y aks know how to have fun. They are 
boosts of fun energy to every room they 
enter. Like the macaw, yaks are unfiltered but 
in a different way. Their humor could be seen 

as abrasive to some that don’t like their jokes, but 98% of 
people just love it. Yaks are mentally quick and physically 
chill. They seem to be relaxed and laid back, when in 
reality they take everything in to supply ammunition to 
their witty comments. This quick wit makes them more 
intelligent than they think. Their communication style is 
adaptive, energetic, and engaging. This provides them 
extreme success by wooing and entertaining a crowd, and 
presenting an air of confidence. They analyze and react 
almost simultaneously which makes them spontaneous and 
interesting. If your reigning chromo sapien is a yak, people 
will say that life with you is never a dull moment. And that 
rocks. Though your humor may delve into inappropriate 
places at time, your goal is really just to make life 
fun and energizing. You believe life is too short 
for boring, and you give others the ability 
to sit back, relax, and laugh. 
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           independent  Unapologetic          bold
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C ats are the cool kids of chromo sapien 
world. They are fiercely independent 
and know exactly what they want, when 
they want it, and how to get it. They’re 

bold energy may manifest in their style, expression, 
communication, or actions. They say exactly what 
they think and expect people to be mature enough to 
handle that.  Cats are fun and laid back, with a chill 
attitude. Under that calm demeanor, however, is a 
feisty spirit that is not afraid to speak their mind. 
Cats mainly use sarcasm as a source of humor, and 
like to be informal with their communication. This 
bold sense of self allows others to open up as 
well. If your reigning chromo sapien is a 
cat, you are probably done reading this 
right now, and want to move onto 
your next task today- which 
may possibly be relaxing 
or eating whatever the hell 
you’d like to. You do you 
cat; but I don’t need to tell 
you that twice.
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“I guess I’m a little 
weird. I like to talk to 
trees and animals. That’s 
okay though; I have more 
fun than most people.”
           

- Bob Ross

M acaw chromo sapiens are 100% 
unfiltered. They are easily excited, 
eccentric, and very talkative. They 
don’t hold back with opinions, 

expression, words, and emotion. Macaws’ 
charisma is rooted in their genuine love for living 
things and excitement for life. They view each 
new situation as an opportunity for creativity. 
This is especially clear in their communication 
and work style. Those with macaw chromo 
sapiens have a vibrant, unrestrained 
communication style. They love to talk and 
create new and colorful things whether it be art, 
relationships, or ideas. Macaw chromo sapiens 
run on the belief that trying to hide emotion, 
thoughts, or expression is a waste of time and 
frankly- very boring. If you have a reigning 
macaw chromo sapien, you are likely known as 
being ‘extra’ or excessive in your loud talking, 
opinions, shocking statements, and lifestyle 
choice. This doesn’t phase you though, you like 
to be the one to bring color to situations. You 
also hate to conform to things that dull your 
authenticity. While your exuberance is a radiant 
gift, sometimes it may overwhelm people who 
are not used to it. Channel your love for people 
by toning it down in the presence of people 
who need more calm than colorful. Most of all, 
always place yourself in environments where your 
charisma and creativity can be accepted as well 
as grow.

Creative 
Charismatic

Authentic
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A da pta ble  

Confiden t  

In tui ti ve

P ython chromo sapiens rely on self assured 
intuition to guide them through life. They sense 
things that others don’t and have gut reactions 

to things that are almost always the right 
decision. While other haruspex sapiens form more 

black and white opinions of things, pythons feel 
through different perspectives and experiences 
to gather a finite opinion. This does not make 

them indecisive, but rather quite confident 
because they are able to see every side to an 

issue. This trait, as well as their ability to be 
flexible in situations and issues, makes them 

extremely adaptable. This adaptability manifests 
itself to others as a form of fearlessness. They venture into the unknown 
with sure- fire trust in their gut and intuition. If your reigning chromo 

sapien is a python, people may find you hard to truly get to know because 
you are able to adapt to so many personalities. You are however, well liked 

because your intuition helps you communicate in an individualized manner. 
Your flexibility is beautiful but what is extraordinary is your confidence and 

self assuredness. You put others at ease by your poised, calm exterior. Trust 
your gut while remembering to stay present and aware. 

“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent. It is the one that is most adaptable to change.” Charles Darwin
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My beliefs are unique My style is unique My communication style is unique My feelings are unique

I want respect from my peers I want weird adventures I want enthusiasm and excitement I want new experiences

I have conviction I have an idependent spirit I have a creative mind I have a different persepective

I respect people who are strong 
willed and prepared

I respect people who do their own 
thing

I respect people who have passion 
and goals

I respect people who make the world 
less chaotic

Romantic relationships need healthy debate 
and intellegent conversation

Romantic relationships need two
 indenpendent people who like each other

Romantic relationships need excitement 
and communication

Romantic  relationships need 
comprimise and understanding

I can introduce new perspectives I can add spice ro a situation I can provide new ideas and strategies I can intuitively make decisions

I want friends who are smart
 and ambitious

I want friends who are cool and 
unapologetically themselves

I want friends who are uplifting and 
morally cound

I want friends who are easy going 
and adventurous

I can be aggressively stubborn I can come across as aloof or disconnected I can be arrogantI talk too much

I hate hypocrisy I hate restriction I hate conformity without purpose I hate close mindedness

Life is full  of weird surprisesLife is full  of wonder Life is full of growth Life is full of challenges

My humor is unique

I want to have fun and be happy

I have quick wit

I respect people who ignore social 
norms

Life’s not that deep

I hate busy work

I want friends who are entertaining and 
intriguing

I can energize a room

Romantic  relationships need 
interesting,  fun conversation

I come off as wild
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P. S.  If you get a tie here AND this is your reigning kingdom, it means you have two haruspex sapiens. 
The one you resonate with more in individual descriptions is your reigning chromo sapien. If you have two 
haruspex sapiens, that usually means you do not have one in another kingdom.Unless you are in a moment 

of thriving or strife when a 5th emerges.

Bison cat Macaw python Yak
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Listen to Your 

the

Get a better vibe for how each chromo sapien behaves and thinks with this customized playlist. 
Get in touch with your inner beasts.

Tiger
The Greatest // Sia ft. Kendrick Lamar
Work Hard Play Hard // Wiz Khalifa
Just Got Paid // Sigala
Lose Yourself // Eminem
Miracle Mile // Cold War Kids

Eagle
Count On Me // Bruno Mars
Fast Car // Tracy Chapman
Sunday Candy // Donnie Trumpet & 
the Social Experiment
Connection // OneRepublic
Location // Khalid

Owl
Hand of God // Jon Bellion
One Day // Matisyahu
100 Years // Five for Fighting
After The Storm // Mumford and Sons
The Wonder Years // Jon Bellion

Lion
Soldier // Gavin Degraw
Kingdom Come // Jon Bellion
Follow your fire // Kodaline
Warriors // Imagine Dragons
This Feeling // Chainsmokers

Elephant
Both of Us // B.O.B. ft. Taylor Swift
Hold Each Other // A Great Big World
500 Miles // Sleeping At Last
Lean On // Major Lazer
Team // Noah Cyrus, MAX

Golden Retriever
Comeback Kid // Brett Dennan
I Like Me Better // Lauv
I Got You // Bebe Rexha
Always Been You // Quinn XCII
Love Like This // Kodaline

Tortoise
Cross My Mind // Arizona
7 Years // Lukas Graham
Maybe IDK // Jon Bellion
Human // The Killers
Coffee // Sylvan Esso

Giraffe
Keep Your Eyes Open // 
NEEDTOBREATHE
Heaven Knows // Five for Fighting
Find A Way // Nico and Vinz
I See Fire // Ed Sheeran
Happier // Bastille

Terrier
What About Us // P!nk
Where Is The Love? // Black Eyed Peas
Bigger Than My Body // John Mayer
Mountains // Sia, Labrinth, Diplo
I Believe In a Thing Called Love //
 The Darkness

Panda
2 Rocking Chairs // Jon Bellion
Little Wonders // Rob Thomas
How Long Will I Love You // 
Ellie Goulding
Let’s Stay Home Tonight // 
NEEDTOBREATHE
Flowers in Your Hair // 
The Lumineers

Bunny
Oo Child // Hall & Oates
Don’t Be So Hard On Yourself // 
       Jess Glynne
Put Your Records On // 
       Corinne Bailey Rae
September // Earth Wind & Fire
For Once In My Life // Stevie Wonder

Goat
HAPPINESS // NEEDTOBREATHE
High hopes // Panic! A The Disco
Fine // Noah  Kahan
Brand New // Ben Rector
When You Love Someone // James TW

Sheep
Keeping Your Head Up // Birdy 
So Much More Than This // 
     Grace VanderWaal
Banana Pancakes // Jack Johnson
Let It Be // The Beatles
The Riddle // Five For Fighting

Snow Leopard
Riptide // Vance Joy
We Are Young // FUN.
Wild Things // Alessia Cara
One Foot // Walk The Moon
Pierre // Ryn Weaver

Camel
I Was Here // Beyonce
Rise Up // Andra Day
Don’t Feel Like Crying // Sigrid
Alive // Sia
thank u, next // Ariana Grande

Python
Bones // Galantis ft. One Republic
Natural // Imagine Dragons
Someone New // Hozier
Green Light // Lorde
Elastic Heart // Sia

Bison
Not Afraid // Eminem
Whatever It Takes // Imagine Dragons
River // Bishop Briggs
Thumbs // Sabrina Carpenter
HUMBLE. // Kendrick Lamar 

Yak
Grace Kelly // Mika
100 Bad Days // AJR
Uptown Funk // Bruno Mars
Bohemian Rhapsody // Queen
Old Town Road // Lil NasX 
     ft. Billy Ray Cyrus

Cat
Just Like Fire // P!nk
Truth Hurts // Lizzo
So Am I // Ava Max
You Don’t Own me //  Grace ft. G-Eazy
Machine // MisterWives

Macaw
Bad Liar // Imagine Dragons
Bird Set Free // Sia
Rainbow // Kesha
All Star // Smash Mouth
I’m a Mess // Bebe Rexha
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Whic h Chromo Sa piens l i ve wi thin you? 

Write them here.  Share with fr iends and family  and f igure out their  ecosystem too!  See i f  you 
f ind one each Chromo Sapien. . . 
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